B 820 QUILTERS EDITION

The BERNINA 820 Quilters Edition offers the most
sought after features for the inspired quilter. From
the Dual Feed system, BERNINA Stitch Regulator
and Jumbo Bobbin, the BERNINA 820QE combines
high-performance features with thoughtful ergonomics
and the most space available. Take your quilting to
the next level with the BERNINA Quilt Frame and
QuiltMotion Software for BERNINA—the perfect
companions to the BERNINA 820QE.

B 820 QUILTERS EDITION

BERNINA Stitch Regulator
Jumbo Bobbin

Our patented Jumbo Bobbin holds up
to 40% more thread than a standard
bobbin for more time spent sewing and
less time winding bobbins.

A step up from traditional free-motion stitching,
the BERNINA Stitch Regulator controls the length
of straight and zig-zag stitches according to your
personal preference, leaving you to finish your
quilts with complete confidence.

Blazing Speeds

At 1,100 stitches per minute, the
BERNINA 820QE is among the fastest
machines on the home market. Complete
your most complex projects with blazing speeds.

BERNINA Dual Feed

For optimal control and even fabric
feed, whether piecing on the bias
or working with hard to manage
fabrics. When not in use, it tucks
completely out of the way.

Automatic Threading

B 820
Quilters Edition
Most Space. Period.

The 15-inch extended arm (12 full inches to
the right of the needle) and expanded height
clearance give you more creative space than
any other home sewing machine.

BERNINA Quilt Frame (optional)

The expandable BERNINA Quilt Frame
will help you finish quilts of any size, from
crib to king!

Threading with a push of a button.
This outstanding system is Swiss
engineering at its best. Automatic
Threading makes setup quick and
easy, so you can spend more time
expressing yourself.

QuiltMotion Software (optional)

Enjoy the benefits of a professional
automated quilting system to complete
your quilt projects as you envision them.
QuiltMotion technology combined with
the benefits of the BERNINA 820QE and
the BERNINA Quilt Frame bring your quilt
projects to life with absolute ease.

The Ultimate Sewing and Quilting System
The BERNINA 820QE offers high-performance
features allowing you to create more, create bigger
and create for longer than ever before. So it’s no
wonder that the 820QE receives the highest praise
from quilters, fashion designers, fiber artists and
crafters.
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